
Sales Cycle Stage Current Approach Enhanced Virtual Selling
[Current Approach + Video]

Coaching (All Stages) Rep reports verbally on progress or manager 
listens to recorded calls at key points.

Practice/role play via live or pre-recorded video to develop strategy for every 
step of the process. Manager watches and leaves suggestions for next steps.

Prospecting: Cold or  
Warm Outreach

Contact prospect via email, social media,  
or phone.

Differentiate yourself by sending a personalized video message within 
your introductory email. Track activity on video/collateral to understand 
engagement and buying intent

Pre-Call/Meeting Set up a time to meet face-to-face or on  
the phone. Hope they don’t cancel at the  
last minute.

Before the meeting, prime the pump with video to introduce concepts and 
increase the likelihood the prospect will show up. Include a voiceover that 
explains why an asset will be helpful/valuable to the prospect.

Presentation Meet via Skype, Zoom, Microsoft Teams, or 
other platforms. Worry that you won’t get 
enough time if the prospect is running late.

Maximize the time you have with pre-meeting video and customized 
information that speaks to the company’s situation. This will also  
help to build rapport, trust, and personalized engagement.

Follow Up Send emails and drip content to stay on 
prospect’s radar as the decision process  
is proceeding.

Recap your conversation, cover any missing points, and extend the meeting 
with personalized video. Embed content with an explanation of why you  
chose it for them to increase open/view rates.

Final Presentation  
and Negotiation

Gather a bigger group for yet another video 
call. How do you stand out from other vendors?

Practice and refine your final pitch on video prior to the meeting.  
Engage stakeholders before and after the meeting with video that  
anticipates questions and objections.

Close the Sale Use a price quote tool or e-signing software. Follow up with a thank you video.

Post Sale Move on to the next deal. Harvest intel from meeting recordings to inform other deals in progress 
and share insights with marketing, product strategy, and other teams for 
messaging, offerings, and positioning.

Customer Success Handoff Communicate verbally with the customer 
team or share notes.

Share recorded video calls to help customer teams understand prospect 
challenges better for a smoother handoff.

Enhancing the Virtual Sales Cycle
See how you can enhance every stage of the sales cycle with new tactics of virtual selling.
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